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WELCOME
We are working in order to protect employees’

We, as Emergency On Wheels Group Company,

freedom areas and enable them to make better

have completed proudly hundreds of deliveries

service to the people. Our aim is to make perfect

of vehicles with superstructures, armored vehi-

comfort and driving abilities of the vehicle super-

cles, and spare parts of the armored vehicles.

structures or armored vehicles.

We are proud of manufacturing the superstruc-

As being Emergency on Wheels Group Compa-

ture and armored vehicles that provide accessi-

ny, our primary responsibility is to enable our

ble comfort, incontrovertible security solutions,

customers to reach safely the places where they

and fuel choices with diesel and gasoline.

determine by providing our products to them.
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It is proof of the confidence that felt to us the
fact that inserting new products and innovative
vehicles to the product range in each year. We
have mediated to broaden not only ours but also

We are assuring our products in terms of the
capability to supply quick technical services and
present customized technical serving support.

the subsidiary industry’s horizons in the previOur priorities are designing and conducting in-

ous years.

novator vehicles with superstructure and arWe are aware of the fact that thousands of fami-

mored vehicles, that meet with the expectations

lies’ lives depend on the confidential production

of our partners and facilitate medical workers’

and safe driving talents of the vehicles with su-

tasks. The main innovation is to work in order to

perstructure and armored vehicles that we have

make a better life.

produced.
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SALT SPREADER
The salt spreader system used when a glaciation occurs on the roads resulting from heavily snowing. It is possible to use the salt spreader and the snow plow blade collectively. The
salt spreader system consists of five main parts.
The salt reservoir has between 2-8 cubic meters

> It manufactured from stainless steel material

volume that depends on the area where the sys-

having a nearly 3mms thickness.

tem will be used.
> The ground and the rear space of the salt reservoir covered with a stainless material having 2
or 3 millimeters thickness.
> The pool of the salt spreader system immobilized on the ground of the vehicle with the intent
of preventing it from sliding while the vehicle is
in motion.
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WATER TANKER
> The water tanker mounted on the rear of trucks or vans.
> It produced as having between 5-20 tones capacity.
> It can be plugged in/out from the vehicle easily.
> The material used in the water tanker has 4mms thickness averagely.
> Both the internal and external sides of the water tanker welded smoothly with gas metal arc welding.
> On the purpose of preventing the tanker from getting damaged by the vehicles’ motion, jetties placed at certain
intervals inside the tanker.
> An elastic cap, whose gaskets are leakproof, located on the upper pane that allows two individuals to enter the
tank from here.
> A pool system designed on the upper pane of the tanker in order to prevent flooding resulting from over water
charging.
> A ladder mounted on the rear or another decent area of the truck in order to step up on the tanker.
> Air and water escape part constituted in order to evacuate surplus water or the entrapped air occurring during
the charging process.
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GARBAGE TRUCK
> The dustcart operates with a hydraulic pressing system.
> The materials, used in the gathering part of the truck, are manufactured from steel material having high resistance
against corrosion, rustiness and pulling.
> The dustcarts produced having between 2-18 m3 capacity.
> Although the rate of compression depends on the determined vehicle, it is generally 6:1.
> Lubricating points placed in the gatherer or tank hatch.
> A controller located the rear side of the vehicle for two users.
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STREET SWEEPING
VEHICLE
> Street Sweeping Vehicle Sweeping process executed automatically.
> The whole functions of the vehicle guided by a controlling board placed in the cabinet.
> Storage capacity which used in the sweeping vehicle is 2-8 m3 that depends on the features of the vehicle.
> The thickness of the steel material which used in the ground of the trash reservoir is averagely 4-5 millimeters.
Also, a steel material having 3-4 mm thickness used in the headrace of the reservoir either.
> Air canals situated in the trash reservoir in order to execute air circulation.
> With the intent of separating the gathered trashes in the reservoir, a sieve placed in it.
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CHIP

Spreader
> The chip spreader managed by a pneumatical command which situated into the drivers’ cabinet.
> The material amount is regulated under the favor of censors which placed into the reservoir. Censors execute
voiced and illuminated warning when the material in the reservoir ends.
> The cap of the chip spreader reservoir is managed by a pneumatical system. It has four various casting width.
The casting process fulfilled via 4 rear caps.
> A flow control mechanism set on the purpose of allowing the materials in the spreader to be dispersed equally
on the ground. Under the favor of this system, the whole chips are spread to the ground equally and smoothly.
> A dust separator which manufactured from stain body and has at least 400 kilograms capacity is installed in
the system.
> The material spreader arranged to the intended measures (as being millimeter) on the point of making the
casting.
> Averagely 30% save of the chip is provided under the favor of the chip spreader controlling system. Besides,
the chips are dispersed to the surface equally.
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FIRE ENGINE

Truck

> Additional superstructure material of the Fire Truck manufactured from the st52 material.
> The Fire Truck’s chassis is mounted onto the vehicle’s chassis with high-quality connection apparatus without
welding them. Fibered nut bolts used for attaching the superstructure chassis onto the vehicle.
Bottom bodywork of the Fire Engine Truck Vehicle
> Bottom chassis of the fire engine constructed from galvanized steel material.
> Top of the chassis covered with a plaque having 2mms thickness.
> Particular sections created for the front and rear cabinets, pomp cabinet, equipment cabinet, and stair.
Fire Engine Truck Vehicle Water Tank
> The water tank constructed from stainless material.
> Breakwaters settled in the tank at certain intervals.
> An air-conditioner, overflowing and pomp connections placed in it.
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SNOW PLOUGHS
> A Snow Ploughs blade used by being attached to the front clips of trucks or vans in the compelling weather conditions.
> Operating speed of the blade is about between 0-60 km/h
> The snow plow blade manufactured as being durable against hard conditions in the broken roads and areas
where snowing extremely. The body and edge of the blade are permanent; thus, can not be broken or get damage.
The edge manufactured as being compatible according to the slopes on the road.
> The simple and profile materials used in the body of the snow plow blade have St 52 standard.
> 3-5mms aluminum substance used in the edge of the blade. A polyurethane material having 8 or 10 mms thickness also can be used if requested. In addition, a picket snow fence mechanism with 3mms thickness placed on the
snow blade.
> The body of the snow blade manufactured from a sheet material having 8mms thickness.
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> Lenght of the blade produced as being

> The whole quicksilver and loaves used in

1050mms averagely; in fact, it can be ar-

the blade have fiber loaf feature. Hardosk

ranged between 2200*4400mms according

material preferred for the blade itself.

to the requests coming from the customer.

> The average measures that

> It is suitable to use the blade

usually preferred of the blade

in compelling weather con-

are: 1000mms width, 15mms

ditions. The blade preserves

thickness, 150mms length.

its flexibility and operates full
functionally as far as -30/-40
degrees.

A

telescopic

bolted

union

After being mounted on the

mechanism, which is compat-

vehicle, the blade can yawn

ible according to a wide range

depending on the aspect of

of trucks, used in order to

the ground. The snow plow

mount the blade to the vehi-

blade has endurance against

cle.

dashes coming from the road
during the snow plowing process.

2 hydraulic cylinders determined in order to allow the blade moving on the ground through
left and right. A valve system determined for the seesaw movement of the blade. The hydraulic
system used in the blade completely compatible according to the vehicles system. The control
handle of the blade situated on the driver’s cabinet. The whole functions of the blade can be
managed from here.
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WASTE COLLECTOR SWEEPER

Front Sweeper

>Waste Collector Sweeper Front sweeper used as being attached to the front of the lorries or trucks.
> The length of the sweeper is averagely 220 centimeters and the depth is 60 centimeters.
> It is agreeable according to each variety of lorries.
> The purpose of use depends on the weather. It can be used as a front sweeper in the summer times; on the other
hand, it used as a plow blade in the winter if desired.
> It is managed by a hydraulic system.
> The front sweeper can execute sweeping at the intended speed.
> An additional 30cc hydraulic pump attached to the vehicle on the purpose of managing the sweeper.
> The sweeper guided from a controlling board that placed in the drivers’ cabinet.
> The front sweeper can put pressure on the road with the intended aspect.
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MANHOLE CORING

Machine

> The manhole coring machine utilized as being mounted on the front clips of the heavy construction equipment.
> It doesn’t cause any destruction or damage to the manhole cover during the opening of the cap.
> The material used for the machine produced as having a st52 standard.
> It has a suitable geometric shape on the purpose of opening the manhole cap flawlessly.
> The machine’s digger has 90 centimeters diameter.
> A shock absorber system determined to prevent the system from getting damaged in case it hits an obstacle on the
road during the process.
> The manhole coring system can expand according to the surface of the road.
> A dynamic cylinder connection placed into the system.
> The whole junction points are manufactured from polyurethane material.
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SOLAR PILE

Driver

> Solar Pile Driver Manufactured from sheet material whose quality is equal with st52.
> The thickness of the profile used in the system is 5mms.
> Greaser used in the dynamic parts of the pile driving machine.
> Wheel lock angle of the vehicle is 180 degrees. A rotation bed placed on the rear of the system in order to allow
the arm of the machine to turn.
> The machine has 6 command arms in total that can move toward left, right, up, and down.
> The pile diving machine operates with averagely 140-160 bars.
> A knob with hydraulic dash placed in order to nail the post of plaque. Under the favor of this knob, plaque post can
be easily mounted on the ground. The width of the plaque post is averagely 115mms.
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> Pile Driving Machine Manufactured from sheet material whose quality is equal with st52.
> The thickness of the profile used in the system is 5mms.
> Greaser used in the dynamic parts of the driving machine.

> Wheel lock angle of the vehicle is 180 degrees. A rotation bed placed on the rear of the
system in order to allow the arm of the machine to turn.
> The machine has 6 command arms in total that can move toward left, right, up, and down.
> The pile diving machine operates with averagely 140-160 bars.
> A knob with hydraulic dash placed in order to nail post of plaque. Under the favor of this
knob, plaque post can be easily mounted on the ground. Width of the plaque post is averagely 115mms.
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> Riot control vehicle designed on the purpose of dispersing the crowd and quenching.
> It is likely to be manufactured as being armored in the B1/B2 or b3 to b7 levels.
> The riot control vehicle constructed on 5 main bases. The superstructure, used on the chassis, manufactured as being
compatible according to the road and traffic conditions. The width, height, and the other parameters are agreeable with
traffic standards.
> Mercedes or Iveco with high engine preferred as the chassis of the vehicle. It has a diesel engine having a 4×2 thrust
force.
> The vehicle has averagely 10 tones superstructure bearing capacity. The engine power is at least 275 Hp.
> A firing port, controlled from a button that placed on the door, is situated on both drivers’ and passengers’ windows.
> Side windows of the drivers’ cabinet are taken under protection against rocks etc. by gridirons. Front and side windows
are coated with b6 level ballistic fire-proof glasses.
> The front bonnet of the vehicle endorsed with a gridiron system that can be switched by a hydraulic piston easily.

COMMAND CONTROL VEHICLE
Crisis Management Vehicle
> The command control and crisis management vehicle designed for enabling law-enforcement officers to coordinate immediately
when a social event occurs and crisis management is required.
> It is donated with the equipment system that allows monitoring and pursuing.
> It is separated in the vehicle that secretariat, WC, kitchen, and controlling room.
> 20 Kwa silent diesel generator utilized for enabling the system of the command control room to operate. When the vehicle is
not in motion and not nourished by the mains from outside, the system operates and waits as being prepared under the favor of
that generator.
The electric system of the command control and crisis management vehicle
> A radio link r/l device, having 100 megabits and 10-gigabit operating range, placed in the vehicle. The device and the aerial
mounted into the vehicle.
> The radio link device has a crypto feature that creates a reaction against the listenings from outward. The communication traffic
not be influenced.
> A switchboard with an IP feature and an SRTP crypto substructure is set in the system. The use of the switchboard is made by
an application with whatsoever computer in the command control and crisis management vehicle. Also, an internal responding
device having 4 or 5 conduits placed in the switchboard.
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> The armored cabinet manufactured as being 2×3 or 4×6 meters and having 240 centimeters height.
> The whole materials, used for constructing the armored cabinet, are coated with polyurethane
covering material to take precautions against corrosion.
> Junction points installed on the proper areas of the armored cabinet to allow cranes to take the
cabinet simply and transport it to the place where the cabinet will be assembled.
> The cabinet is armored with ballistic steel or concrete material. Ballistic steel is heavier but more
pricey compared with concrete material.
> The concrete which used for the armoring is a c25 type special one. It implemented on the surface
of the cabinet as being a double layer. The whole junctions of the points are made smoothly without
blanks.
> The roof of the cabinet coated with a material having a fire-proof feature that is compatible according to the En norms. The material has 6mms thickness.
> The roof is covered with glass fiber wool material to provide heat isolation.
Armoring the cabinet:
> The whole internal walls are covered with BR7 level material which has a compatible intensity according to the armor standards.
> The entire internal surfaces of the cabinet compounded with a special procedure. Any gas metal arc
welding operation done inside of the walls.

ARMORED VEHICLE
The armored vehicle designed in order to guard the vehicles, which bearing employees or VIP, from ballistic bullets
and plastic explosives. There is no notable alteration in the
appearance of the vehicles after being armored. Variation
of ballistic materials that are presented by EOW is proper
for armoring civil and nonmilitary vehicles. At the end of the
armoring process, no excessive load would be added to the
vehicle. The armor has high resistance and provides ballistic
protection to the entire of the vehicle including subcritical
components. Vehicles with high engine capacity are preferred for the armoring due to the additional weight resulted
from the shield. Door hinges of the determined vehicle altered with durable ones that are suitable for use in the heavy
armored vehicles. The hinges used in the armored vehicle
have high resistance against the heaviness resulted from armoring. Dashpot supply can be provided as optional in order
to facilitate switching the door. The door hinges attached to
the main body of the vehicle; thus, the armor not burdened
with additional weight.

During the armoring process, a minimum intervention executed on the engine, suspension, and gearbox system of
the vehicle. Ballistic ceramic and covering are heavier and
provide higher ballistic resistance compared with other armoring materials. In fact, ballistic ceramic provides at the
rate of as far as %30 acquisition of weight compared with
other elements.
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Two water tanks included in the Canal Jetting for clean and dirty water separately. The tank for clean

water located on the front of the vehicle; on the other hand, dirty one attached to the rear part.

These tanks shaped like a cylinder and manufactured from stainless steel material which is compat-

ible according to EN10025 European standards.

Indicators settled onto the tanks to show the amount and the volume of the water that the tanks

involved. Moreover, water breaks inserted into the tanks.
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> The mini garbage collection vehicle has 1.2-2 m3 dust collecting capacity.

> The reservoir of the garbage vehicle coated with galvanize
n having at least 2mms thickness. The galvanize manufactured
. at the st37 standard.

> The mini garbage vehicle is designed according to 2-4 m3
- vehicles.
. > A reservoir, having 200-300 kilograms garbage collection

capacity, positioned onto the system.
s > Hydraulic pistons settled on the left and right rear corners
. to empty the reservoir.

As EOW, we are able to afford the whole

EOW was established by particular ex-

EOW, who combines technical exper-

needs of the market in the region with

pert businessmen who have long-term

tise with the commercial ones and

the expert design and production team,

experience in the superstructure sec-

maintains

which is equivalent to world standards,

tor.

al experience, has led the delivery of

compatible with EN norms, and production technique which is customized.

with

national/internation-

thousands of vehicles until today.

